
The interactive retail 
ecosystem.

Designed for the 
future.

Our apps run on top of your existing technology and 
connects your physical stores with your e-commerce.

We power delightful shopping 
experiences with an innovative feel, 
strengthening brand awareness and 
loyalty of the customers.

Our apps have true stopping-power 
that grabs the users attention, by 
using a camera or motion sensor to 
wake up the screen in a users 
presence.

To interact with our apps, the user 
will interface with either a voice 
assistant, a touchscreen or by 
scanning a QR code to use their 
mobile phone as a remote control.
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Window shopping that 
actually works.

OMBORI WINDOW

Capture the attention of people passing by your store with 
motion-activated interactive digital signage.

Increase footfall and enable customers to make purchases 24/7 
even when the store is closed. Perfect for highlighting current 
campaigns or shop-the-look inspiration.

Features include:

Face & motion
detection

Promotional
content

Digital signage

Mobile remote

QR handoff

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=06M8EYfGlHo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=06M8EYfGlHo


Welcome & guide your 
customers.

OMBORI WELCOME

Use motion-or-face-activated interactive digital signage to 
grab attention and welcome customers as they enter your 
store.

Increase conversion and reduce lost revenue by allowing the 
customer to discover relevant offers and quickly find what 
they are looking for, online or offline.

Features include:

Face & motion
detection

Promotional
content

Digital signage

QR handoff

Endless aisle

Voice search

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mf5mywoN_uI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mf5mywoN_uI


Endless aisle done right.

OMBORI ENDLESS

Intuitive and futuristic endless-aisle and wayfinding application 
with audio- / visual cues and feedback, that prevents lost 
revenue due to the unavailability of a product, or the customer 
being unable to find what they are looking for.

Features include:

Promotional
content

Digital signage

Endless aisle

Voice search

Way-finding

Face & motion
detection

Barcode
scanning

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U4O9VqQmYF0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U4O9VqQmYF0


Fun & engaging social 
media.

OMBORI SELFIE MIRROR

Futuristic voice assistant in a beautiful mirror that takes selfies 
that can be shared on social media.

Captures visitors attention and gives them a positive surprise 
they will share with friends. Can unlock discounts in exchange 
for social sharing, loyalty program or newsletter signup.

Features include:

Face & motion
detection

Promotional
content

Digital signage

QR handoff

Voice control

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gvR91Ii_E5Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gvR91Ii_E5Q


Conversational shopping 
inspiration.

OMBORI INSPIRATION

Digital signage with a voice assistant that guides a user through 
a few predefined steps to offer shopping inspiration.

Find your next look, get ideas for the perfect gift or find out the 
perfect pairing with your existing purchase. All through an 
intuitive step-by-step process guided by your own voice 
assistant driving referrals to your e-commerce.

Features include:

Face & motion
detection

Promotional
content

Digital signage

QR handoff

Voice control

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ly34cCcU7pU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ly34cCcU7pU


Empower your staff.

OMBORI SALES TOOL

Empower sales assistant to show relevant information to 
customers on a big screen in an intuitive and efficient manner, 
thus generating more sales.

The remote control for the screen run on the sales assistant’s 
mobile device or tablet, and can be locked to a specific device 
or protected with a PIN code to prevent customers from 
controlling the screen directly.

Features include:

Digital signage

Face & motion
detection

Real-time
web scraping

Mobile remote

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ubr3F-rQPWo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ubr3F-rQPWo


RFID

Barcode
scanning

QR code

Coming soon.

OMBORI PAY

The best of online shopping coming to the physical store. 
Allow users to complete a purchase and leave without waiting 
in line.

Customer use either a self-service touch screen kiosk or a 
mobile web based “scan and pay” app that requires no 
download. All this from just a single simple integration with 
your POS.

Features include:

Payment


